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fabric

here in the chest who will instruct?

in the branches who will locate motions?

however swift or slow, 

several wheels turning trust 

brass instruments blowing luck, 

strings plucking faith have

inherited terrible violence around which 

numbness injects unnoticed—

tumors too can be circles,

the path into curiosity, to ask

who are you? 

sit quietly for what arises, 

when the recesses of mind pop up,

there is a trembling in the bones in these moments

draw attention to this spot so that

other wayfarers know to

stop here, so that other

travelers holding offerings 
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are moved to give,

light dimming in what has fallen

tumor says, 

I grow here to make bigger this

we are traveling

taking the thoughts back 

‘the entire planet’ we say in our blessings

but inside the twitching there is no 

boundary your gaze catches mine and we fall asleep knowing

until looking too closely

the space becomes difficult to see

the feeling of feeling is not the story of what happened 

but the fabric that called you to your birth,

that decided you would meet and

look with love beyond compromise –

who are you without years of counting?

who are you without breathing in the habitual direction?

waking to check –

the tumors are a voice speaking
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the message of their own dissolving

and each message continues until

the waters of the tide fall in on it

under the continuity that cannot be

numbered upon which the bowl

is placed empty and all eat – in that continuity the blessing 

that there will be others or there are others

blinking in the sunlight,

through the stillness of the diamond shapes

vibrating past orchestras and the witness of winds –

no more they shall blow you
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cactus

late, wet winter—

full cactus bloom spring

I was diagnosed, and cactus came 

bats feed on cacti who bloom at night

sip night nectar

in the night of my cancer found nectar

sealing own wound

spine away such rain blooms

rain blooms   rain blooms we ran

when they couldn’t thread the catheter for chemo

catheter in the center of cactus blossom stem

snaked up and blossom stem sought water

showed catheter vital source –

draw in, you who come 

I seek the one I seek 

without having been undone

you come verdant in the trees

you are the coming one
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cut

remember this dream my mother had when I was young

  there is a mountain, you part it and walk through

tumor-mountain, 

they had said impossible size, tumor-mountain inoperable

smoke diminished

and so I think of cutting

look for a surgeon who takes Medi-Cal

paid by the state less than her normal wages

looking for a doctor who will cut

Media, the middle coat of a wall of a wall of blood or lymph

the middle way between this cutting and my prayers to Tara, Tunkashila, Kashka

Medicine – a ritual practice or sacred object used to control natural or 

supernatural powers or serve as a preventative or remedy

my prayer:

 take these tumors or show me a doctor who will help
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Sensei says,

    make a cut

referencing Samurai, years of training 

suburi cuts with bokken, slicing away unhelpful thoughts

 the way is paper thin, one paper thickness off 

 (and I knew he meant rice paper) 

she always added

not such a fine cutting this surgery

the question of margins, margin of safety, margin of error

stroke my prayer on rice paper, suburi cut it in half

many aikido women come forward say “cut” 

women now fighting with one or no breasts

Amazon women who cut off their breasts so as not to obstruct the bow’s string

path of arrow, these women had surgery in the 80’s when 

radical mastectomy was the norm

all the male doctors said “cut”

did not spare their nipples

flat-chested the bow’s string flies
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they all did radiation now feel their chests and arms swell with edema

fifteen years later lymph still filling up, still flooding 

lost so many lymph nodes, doctors said “cut,”

boggy lymph its river channel cut 

many lymph glands, “the bad cancer glands” 

brother says, 

  remember to make trouble

show a way through the mountain

let me tunnel through to the other side

tunnel to the place of spirits who will show

earth in my fingernails, earth in watering eyes

tunneling I go to spirit place to retrieve

lay the mask of anesthesia over my face

let all my cells agree, let lymph and blood say

   we trust

let all dogs around me, all dogs peacefully sleeping

let doctor enter, let scalpel cut

cut away big sister’s responsibility
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cut away generations of pain

let dogs breathe deeply in their sleep

sleeping they journey, speak with doctors, speak with Kashka

flying behind me through spirit sky

wakan is mystery, takan something great

wicasa wakan, wise one, 

crazy one, my brother, addict, wakan

babies wakan because you do not speak

dogs even you wakan can kill with your bite

I am with those who do not speak, 

my medicine being with those who do not speak

animals part as we walk through 

circle where you gather on this rock ledge

part, bring us to the center where we look in grandmother’s eyes

she shows me all that is inside of me

oldest-sister-responsibility learned to forget all I knew, look to others

tumors grew when I started looking

cut these tumors who grew when I started looking to others for what I knew

  make trouble saying what I already know

  make trouble for the one signing red vile orders

  make trouble for those who expect two perfect breasts
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moon

scar aches from pounding out my space and one 

view would say broken, strained 

I know breaking open so new pain 

shoots across my chest and back 

and all the remedies for pain in scars 

come from things that break out of shells, exoskeletons, skins – 

snake, crayfish, damselfly grow still 

before they break from old skin, 

come forth soft and shiny until skin hardens, 

fresh-water sponges die in the winter and in 

their rotting flesh create gemmulae, 

groups of cells with a resistant shell 

remain in the rotting sponge’s body

gemmulae hatch in the spring, making a new sponge,

mostly silicon, marine sponges have more iodine than fresh water

like this silicon breast tells me she is ready for change

breaking open happens at tumor site, 

tumors the shell around which the larvae of the new state grow, tumors 
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can grow the larvae of the new state if only

soul grows still with the light of the new state

he says my old state, Moon state, in which I reflected,

gemmules look very much like tumors, denser 

moon in which I reflected for others,

so much work this digesting and mirroring

he says now Sun state in which I am the light

others in the presence of this light shine too

gemmules form in decaying body of old sponge in October

survive hostile environments of freezing, lack of oxygen, drying out 

gemmules were imagined particles of inheritance  

what I am now inheriting 

this new form or method

if invaded some marine sponges produce grey cells that 

stop movement in the invaded area 

so that the invader cannot use the sponge’s transport system to obtain food

if the invasion persists the grey cells produce toxins that kill cells in that area

the silicon breast perches differently

she is breaking out of the scar formed from the cutting of my tumor

and scar hurts now from her breaking
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